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IDEATIONAL CONTENT OF THE

MORAL CONCEPTS
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I. The Recognised Problem.
The pressing demand made upon Psychology today by all of

the so-called Sociological Group, theorists and practitioners alike,
is for an immediate statement of the Qualities of Personality and
Character and an accurate set of methods for measuring the
Quantity of the same in the individual That the psychologist re-
cognises the need is evidenced by the number of recent contribu-
tions to the field Allport (1) has recently reviewed the contri-
butions of the past decade, adding a selected list of seventy-one
refeiences. While reviewing all contributions he says, "Pres.sey's
study stands out as practically the only attempt so far made to
measuie the complex emotional life of the individual by a simple
testing device,", which may be assumed to be his statement of the
challenge of the problem If possible might not even a simplei
device be arranged?

II The Accepted Problem.
With this demand m view the authoi has felt the necessity

of first finding a solid psychological basis, and secondly, limiting
the field to be investigated. The psychological basis accepted is
the "ideational content" or direct "ideo-motor" determiner of ac-
tivity The limited field being in the general realm of "moial
concepts," with such phases chosen as seemed indicative

However great may have been the above problem or general me-
thod and field of investigation the specific method of testing bears
the greatest difficulty Whether the pitfalls of the "observation"
method are to be chosen, with the resulting "variants" of the
observer's judgment, whethei the dangers of self-rating are to
be chosen, with the resulting egotistic and compensatory judgment;
whether the subject is to be informed of your intent and purpose,
with the resulting "blind" or "mask", 01 whether an attempt is to
be made at securing a native unfolding of the personality, with the
lesultmg rationalization, is no easy matter to decide

With the assurance that the former methods had made no mark-
ed contributions to the problem, the latter method was accepted The
test was covered or hidden under the guise of a language test of
intellectual or intelligence level with the title of "COMPARISON
TEST "

III. The Test.
The form presented was printed on a page 6 3-4 x 8 inches

as follows:
(1) G W Allport Personality and Chaiacter Phsychol Bull 1921, 18,441-433
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THE PYCHOLOGICAL LABOROTORY AND CLINIC
University of Pennsylvania

COMPARISON TEST

Name . ..._ . _ Date

Do not permit the common usage of words to interfere with your
personal judgment. It should require but a brief space of time
for working this test. Proceed quickly, but do not hurry. Your
judgments must be decisive.

DIRECTIONS:
(1)

Accepting the two words already placed as. expressive of the ex-
tremes, place seven words of each list in the blank spaces be-
tween them in their comparative relation.

Bad
Fair
Mean
Kind
Pure
Wicked
Considerate

EvilGood 1

Purify

Courageous) j

1 | |
Cleanse
Spoil
Mend
Injure
Better
Harm
Reform

|

Brave
Timid
Daring
Heroic
Cringing
Afraid
Venturesome

1 1 1

Corrupt

Cowardly
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Frank
Shy
Bashful
Backward
Free
Indiscreet
Sociable

M o d e s t j | !

Candid
Deceitful
Frank
False
Honest
Misleading
Ingenious

T r u t h f u l | | | !

H a t r e d ]

-

A m b i t i o u s j |

Dislike
Devotion
Disgust
Chantij
Regard
Contempt
Aversion

I ' l l
Negligent
Aspiring
Careless
Humble
Purposeful
Satisfied
Contented

I ' l l

; Bold

| | Lying

j i Love

I i Indifferent

DIRECTIONS:
(2)

Now return to the first test with the purpose of choosing any
word in the lists or otherwise which you may think of as being
worse or better, more or less forceful or more or less pleasant than
the woid already placed as extremes—and write them beyond the
words of the margin of the page
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DIRECTIONS:
(3)

Now go over every word, including the one just written and place
over each the word you may think of as better suited to express the
thought which it prompts m your mind. Try to do this for every
word—but pass quickly to another when you cannot.
QUESTIONS:

(1)
Now answer the following question very frankly:

"Do you feel that in this test you have revealed
anything concerning your own individuality and per-
sonal character7"

(2)
If not, will you indicate those words which are expressive of your

own indiviuality and personal character—marking with a check
those which we have already uncovered or used in this test—and
adding all others in a list.

(3)
Now answer the following questions very frankly:

"Do you feel convinced that iiour statement would
coincide with the general opinion of your family, or
acquaintances?

(4)
If not, answer the following question: "What iw

your opinion are the factors which make the variance
between your own personal estimate of yourself and that of your
family, your friends, or your acquaintances?"

IV. Analysis of the Test.
The DIRECTIONS (1) is the attempt to secure in each of the

seven series a profile of the individual concepts m such a manner as
to reveal the "ideational content" of the individual, or background
upon which moral conduct must be expected to take place.

Series 1-GOOD BAD presents the background of Moral
Judgment, or what we shall term "BASIC MORAL PRINCIPLE."
This is the stimulus level.

Series 2-PURIFY . CORRUPT presents the level of Moral
Judgment in terms of motor response or activity, or what we
shall term "THE REACTION PROFILE."

Series 3-COURAGEOUS . COWARDLY presents the level
of emotional activity or re&ponse—or what we shall term "THE
EMOTIONAL RESPONSE."

Series 4-MODEST BOLD presents the level of assumed at-
titude, or what we shall term "THE EXPRESSIVE-REGRESSIVE
ATTITUDE."
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Series 5-TRUTHFUL . . LYING presents the level of attempted
adjustment, or what we shall term "THE RELATIONAL AD-
JUSTMENT."

Series 6-HATRED LOVE presents the level of the deter-
mining emotive reagent, or what we shall term "THE UNDER-
LYING FEELING-EMOTIVE."

Series 7-AMBITIOUS INDIFFERENT presents the level of
final environmental adjustment or orientation, or what we shall
term "THE RESULTANT ORIENTATION."

DIRECTIONS (2), DIRECTIONS (3), and QUESTIONS (1),
(2), (3), and (4) are but the attempt to cast about the original
results check material; first from the same strict naive approach in
DIRECTIONS (2) and (3), and then from the "self-rating" ap-
proach in QUESTIONS (1) and (2), and finally from the "ques-
tionaire" approach in QUESTIONS (3) and (4).

Care must therefore be taken to see that the note on the first
page is carefully read, and that the DIRECTIONS and QUES-
TIONS are followed closely and answered m their order.

V. Research of the Test.

Though a definite serial ordering might previously have been de-
termined upon from dictionary definitions or usage the standard
used for college students was only arrived at after the examining
of some 331 adults in college grades from Freshmen to Senior;
likewise after it had been determined that no sex difference could
be noted The following are the Standards temporarily determined
for college adults.
Series:

1 Pure Kind Considerate Fair Mean Bad Wicked
2 Cleanse Reform Better Mend Harm Injure Spoil
3 Heroic Brave Daring Venturesome Timid Afraid Cringing
4 Shy Bashful Backward Sociable Frank Free Indiscreet
5 Honest Frank Candid Ingenious Misleading Deceitful False
6 Contempt Disgust Aversion Dislike Charity Regard Devotion
7 Aspiring Purposeful Satisfied Contented Humble Careless

Negligent

On the basis of these standards a "deviation" scoring was made
by counting the number of places or spaces which the word was
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misplaced. The total possible score of "deviation" would be 128.
The following table of "deviations" is the work done on a class

of men and women in the first-year course in psychology:

"DEVIATION" MEN WOMEN
8 2

10 2
12 2
14 3
16 6
18 3
20 8
22 5
24 6
26 5
28 4
30 3
32 3
34 7
36 6
38 2
40 1
42 2
44
46
48
56
60
64

2
2
6
5

12
11
13

7
12

5
6

6
5
2
3
3
6

2
1
1
1

Total- 70 111
MODE 20
MEDIAN 24
Quintiles: (Men, Women, and Total)

V 8-16
IV 18-20
III 22-26
II 28-34
I 36-64

Comparative Correlations:

Rating m Comparison Tests with

20
22

TOTAL
4
4
8
8

18
14
21
12
18
10
10
3
9

12
8
5
4
8

2
1
1
1

181
20

•24

Qumtile in other tests. with—
l-"Total affectivity" rating by Pressey X-0

26f/< stand in same Qmntile.
28'" stand in Qumtile above or belovv -
25'/c stand in Second Qumtile above or 1

Test.

• plus oi minus 1,
oelow - plus or minus 2.
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54% rank same standing.
79% rank in standing within "tertile" limits.

2-"Idiosyncrasy" rating by Pressey X-0 Test
20% stand in same Qumtile.
34% stand in Quintile above or below - plus or minus 1.
24% stand in Second Quintile above or below - plus or minus 2.

54% rank same standing.
78% rank in standing within "tertile" limits.

3-"Moral Judgement" rating by Indiana University Mental Survey
Scales "Cross-Out" Tests Schedule E Test IV Moral
Judgment

22% stand in same Quintile.
43% stand in Qumtile above oi below - plus or minus 1
17% stand m Second Qumtile above or below - plus or minus 2.

65% rank same standing.
82% rank in standing within "tertile" limits.

4-"General Intelligence" rating by Indiana University Mental Sur-
vey Scales "Cross-Out" Tests. Schedule E. A Brief
Group Scale for Measuring General Intelligence.

27% stand in same Quintile.
41% stand in Qumtile above or below - plus or minus 1.
19% stand m Second Qumtile above or below - plus or minus 2

68% rank same standing.
87% rank in standing within 'tertile"limits.

5-"College Grades" from College Records.
36% stand m Qumtile above or below - plus or minus 1.
39% stand m Quantile above of below - plus or minus 2.
21% stand in Second Qumtile above or b l̂ow - plus or minus 2.

75% rank same standing.
96% rank in standing within "tertile" limits.

With a rather definite determining differentiation in a tertile
form, "Good", "Medium", "Poor", a background is established by
group scoring, which will enable the investigator to locate a firm
foundation for his further individual analysis.

Continued research in the attempt to determine "traits" of
personality, temperaments, etc bring forth no significant group
standards, but are a referable check on the individual analysis
rating It is hoped that more may be presented along this line at
an early date

VI. Discussion and Conclusions.
The above results are of a necessity of the most tentative for-

mulation, and further analysis and verification must be made
Several conclusions however force themselves upon the inves-

tigator in this field: 1) That under the rationalised activity of
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moral comparisons and judgments there is to be found an "ldeation-
al content" or background of "moral concepts" which can be mea-
sured at least in rough tertile form as a determiner of the "intel-
ligent", intellectual", "social", "moral', environmental adjusters of
the individual.

2) That under a closer examination the individual problem of
faulty adjustment might be discovered; presenting a better op-
portunity to the social worker, psychiatrist, chimmologist, or kind-
red worker to correct the underlying "motivating" background of
morals, personality, tor character.

3) That under the determined effort of research a test might
be readily evaluated for the determining of the marks or signs of
any type of personality or specific traits of character.

2 "Testing materials for Brotemarkle Comparison Test may
be secured fiom C. H. Stoeltmg Co., 3037-3047 Carroll Ave., Chi-
cago, 111 "


